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Quality makes Trust,Trust makes Cooperation

In 10 days, we will celebrate our Chinese lunar New Year, Year of the Ox! The Ox is regarded as Patient,

Hardworking and Pioneering in our traditional culture, which has the same important when running

business. Therefore,we would like to take this opportunity to wish all of our readers health and

prosperity, Gong Xi Fa Cai, Niu Nian Da Ji!
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With the increasing orders for shower doors, we have recently installed another new line of flat grinding

machine, it is the latest version of Go-live brand with a total of 26 grinding wheels. It is not designed to

do fast grinding, it is designed for high luster polished edges and perfectly bevelled edges. When

comparing our glass panel with others you will see the obvious difference!

Mr. Zhong, started as an engineer in a machinery

factory which produced mainly glass grinding

machines 15 years ago, has later come into glass

industry and works over 10 years，most of the time he

worked as the grinding operator. Due to the combined

experience as machine fabricator and machine

operator, he operates the grinding machines in a way

similar to how Hamilton drives F-1, exactly, gracefully

and perfectly. With his enthusiasm towards this work,

he keeps on improving the machines and grinding

wheels, and presents to our customers only the most

satisfying glass panels. He is quiet, but the products

speak for him！
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About 30 minute drive from our factory, there is a

volcanic island, it is tertiary central volcano like Mount

Fuji. As one of the 10 most beautiful sea islands in

China, it is also known as “The Terra Cotta Warriors on

the Sea”. There are more than 1.4 millions pieces of

varied basalt columns, most in shape of pentagon or

hexagon, with diameter 6” to 12”, height 7ft to 10ft,

standing vertically right into the sea. When you see

these stone warriors first time, I bet you cannot help

admiring this spectacular and miracle of nature!
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Because we found some cases of Corona Viruses in certain cities in China, to prevent an outburst

situation like last year, the government encouraged people to stay at where they work instead of

their hometown for the Spring Festival holidays. Therefore, our factory also follows the policy and

gives shorter holiday period than normal. (From Feb. 5 to Feb. 20 only). In this way, we can try to

fulfill our customers’ orders faster. Therefore, if you place orders early, we finish early, so we can

have more time to find better shipping rates for you.

In Chinese Pronunciation：dé bù gū, bì yǒu lín

Meaning: Virtue is not left to stand alone, He who practices it will

have neighbors.

English Counterparts:

*** If you know similar English idiom or proverb, please mail us

and you will win our small gift and sincere appreciation.

德
不
孤
，
必
有
邻
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